
VERITAS Niki - Powerful motor for versatile working

The VERITAS Niki is a real all-rounder, thanks to its 23 stitch programs, which can be 
individually adjusted quickly and easily using the rotary knob. 

From elastic seams to stable utility seams, the powerful motor of this sewing machi-
ne can handle everything. At the same time, the feed dog works evenly and precisely, 
creating a clean and regular seam pattern, no matter what the fabric. The automatic 
needle threader and thread cutter also make sewing easier, leaving your head free 
for creative work.

Full power for perfect results

The VERITAS Niki is a real powerhouse: With the powerful motor, even multi-layer 
fabrics can be sewn easily. While the feed dog works so evenly and precisely, that it 
always creates a regular seam pattern without length differences between the top and 
bottom layers of fabric. Thanks to the robust and extremely low-vibration housing, it is 
easy to keep a steady hand, even with delicate work.

Saves time for your real tasks

If you work creatively, you should not be burdened by trivialities. The VERITAS Niki 
does many of these things in the blink of an eye. With the threading assistant, the 
thread is threaded in seconds. The automatic winding programme ensures absolute 
safety, because needle and hand wheel remain stationary during the winding. The au-
tomatic thread tension neatens sewing results with uniform seams, without accidental 
ruffling or tangling of threads.

Suited to everything

The VERITAS Niki is a real all-round talent. No matter whether elastic seams for light 
and stretchable fabrics or solid seams for particularly stressed positions with heavy 
fabrics, this machine sews everything. Stitch programmes can be variably set for stitch 
length and width, and the high force of the strong motor penetrates even denim and 
poplin.



70W  

230V  

50Hz  

CE  

GS  

Country of origin:  Vietnam

EAN:   7640105923403

Pieces per pallet:  35

Packaging dimensions:  45,5 x 24 x 35,5 cm

Container 20‘ / 40‘ / 40‘ HC: 648 / 1400 / 1620 pcs

Net weight:   6,4 kg

Gross weight:  7,7 kg

Machine dimensions:                        39,5 x 16,5 x 29 cm

Tariff of duties:                                  84521019

Further information

Quality needles                               Spool cap small & large

Zig-zag foot                        3 Bobbins

Zipper foot                                            L-Screwdriver

Buttonhole foot                                     Embroidery and darning plate

Button sewing foot                               Second spool pin

Brush                                                    Quilting guide

Seam ripper                                        Felt pad for thread spool

Accessories

23 stitch programs Thread cutter

4-Step buttonhole function Stitch length adjustable from 0 - 4 mm

Speed (R.P.M.): 750 +/-50 Stitch width adjustable from 0 - 5 mm

High torque for stiff materials Automatic bobbin winder

Snap-on presser foot holder LED sewing light

Sewing zippers possible Slim free arm

Needle threader Detachable accessory box

Specifications

Address / Company stemp

Large female sculptures, round and colorful. 
Fountains made of multi-coloured mosaics 
with moving figures. Through them, Niki de 
Saint Phalle became famous. Her oversized 
sculptures were exhibited for the first time 
in 1965 in Paris. The cheerful, larger than 
life „Nanas“ were her favorite objects. Th-
rough them, the artist celebrated the beauty 
and freedom of women. We want to create 
an equally impressive monument with the 
naming of our VERITAS Niki.

A great artist

facebook.com/veritassewing

www.veritas-sewing.com

instagram.com/veritassewing


